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BACKGROUD and CONCEPT
Expecting singularity moment to meet us soon, to keep our being motivated to enjoy our
journey, to create contingent plan for our biosphere, we want to plan habitable zoon on other
planets within our existing universe. Mars is probably the closest target. We want to estimate
the value of the land and resources representing particular steradian and location on that
planet. The value is not just economical value of the land or buildings, but also includes the
resources and gas composition and stability of the physical condition. Those condition and
criteria and matrix can be quite different from those in urban cities on earth. Shape and
structure of new age space vehicles and ports, form and system of transportation and
resource infrastructures, may be quite different from those on earth with different gravitational
and chemical and electro-magnetic environment. EarthCalc will calculate those in earth,
starting from co-operating with AutoCalc and Namazu which are both produced by Zweispace,
but not limiting to economic criteria but expand into physical value of the given steradian and
location of earth. We use blockchain technology first to register our traditional real estate
registration data then move into other data. We create our own logics to calculate the value
of each location. Then we share the software for the contributing node among our network
as a system. We starts with blockchain technology, but we think blockchain is just an idea to
store small amount of data in a distributed and chained simple ledgers. We will create more
sophisticated programs not just to calculate, but also to store as well.
Zweinote is the app token to support various industries globally with the power of internet
and computing machines. At first, Zweinote helps global real estate transaction and
registration. Finding owners of lands, then evaluate and register that to our ledger and to
blockchain. With the power of AI, land price will be found by automated building plan and
rent roll estimation already, but not just that, will also evaluate other elements and qualities.
For example, earthquake will be more accurately assessed with the help of not just the
world top level earth scientist and professional architects, but by machine learning AI as
well. We think the blockchain consumes too much resource for poor performance for
massive transaction, but some advantage in storing small amount of data. We will soon
create our own mining system without depending too much on the existing blockchain
technologies.
DISCLAIMER

This Token offering is for Non-U.S., Non-Chinese, Non-Japanese, Non-Korean
residents, to avoid unnecessarily complexity for regulators. We may offer tokens, in
those jurisdiction, once regulatory climate calm down with less misconduct among
crypto entrepreneurs. We respect each countries' sovereignty and rather enjoy
working with governments and off course it's licensed local realtors, worldwide.
THIS TOKEN is not guaranteed its value or principal from NO ONE, NO
INSTITUTIOON, NO GOVERNMENT. THIS TOKEN CAN BECOME ZERO VALUE.
Real estate registration on Blockchain
The real estate transaction data used in the zweinote ecosystem will be stored in blockchain.
We may eventually create our own chain, but at the moment, we are going to store these
data into bitcoin blockchain. Any other proposals are welcome and we will let our users chose
which chain in the end. Real estate data in transitional sovereignty or no sovereignty like in
Mars may be safer to be stored in blockchain or better ledger for the benefit and economy of
all property owners and realtors. Zweinote will aim to provide lasting and immutable real
estate registration and ledgers.
Usage of ZWEINOTE
ZWEINOTE can be used to run Zweinote Applications.
Zweinote Application [ to be launched]
At the time of Toke Offering, Zweinote Applications include:
Projects (RealEstateTransaction&Registration) [unit:ZWN]
EarthCalc (RealEstateArchitect&Calculator) [unit:EST]
MarsCalc (RealEstateArchitect&Calculator) [unit:MST]

Zweispace helped local realtor in Tokyo to achieve 2000% IRR or annual 2000% return on
investment in 2016 and is continuing to do so in 2017.
With especially AutoCalc, the Japan economic version of EarthCalc, user may drastically
increase the chance of making good and fast decision in real estate industry. Lots of
industry professionals want to use AutoCalc including largest real estate enterprise.
Zweispace is offering free usage now, but will limit by the end of 2017. They plan to limit
usage to ZWEICOIN holders and ZWEISPACE real estate and construction partners.

In Tokyo, creating a simple apartment building plan takes at least three days to two weeks
with the cost of some hundreds of dollars to around two thousand dollars. This Robot
Architect, AutoCalc will create building plan with its own sophisticated algorism and with
machine learnt rent roll curve, AI engine will create floor design with highest rent roll for the
given land. By being able to assess the value of the land at the speed of light, more
correctly than human professionals in most cases, it can generate very competitive moneymaking opportunities for those who run.
Government relations
We want to work together with local government and regulators. Any countries with
questions may ask us to regulate their country properly, and we will respond properly to
help them understand our operation.
Under the status quo, we don’t conduct Token offering or any kind in those countries
bellow. Until regulatory framework is set clearly in later date, we want to avoid possible
issues and misunderstanding.
No token offering in countries bellow;
Japan
U.S.A.
China
Korea (added: October 2017)
Schedule
We plan to offer Token in November 2017.
deliver tokens in 10 working days and finish delivering first lot within 2017.
DISCLAIMER (again)
This Token offering is for Non-U.S., Non-Chinese, Non-Japanese, Non-Korean
residents, to avoid unnecessarily complexity for regulators. We may offer tokens, in
those jurisdiction, once regulatory climate calm down with less misconduct among
crypto entrepreneurs. We respect each countries' sovereignty and rather enjoy
working with governments and off course it's licensed local realtors, worldwide.
THIS TOKEN is not guaranteed its value or principal from NO ONE, NO
INSTITUTIOON, NO GOVERNMENT. THIS TOKEN CAN BECOME ZERO VALUE.

